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Abstract

The main proposals for the reform of the European Union’s fiscal policy framework
affect three blocks of issues: (i) simplifying the rules to make them more transparent and
flexible; (ii) incorporating new supranational risk-sharing instruments into the Economic
and Monetary Union, in particular to facilitate the absorption of severe shocks; and (iii)
the fiscal aspects necessarily being accompanied by reforms at the national (structural
reforms) and supranational (e.g. pressing forward with the capital markets union) levels.
Irrespective of their political feasibility, these proposals do not easily fit the current
macroeconomic environment, which is far removed from that of the 1990s: structural trends,
such as digitalisation, globalisation, the climate transition and population ageing, affecting
the natural rates of interest and potential growth are emerging or taking hold. Also, after
the Great Moderation, we have entered a period of severe global shocks. In this paper
we argue that this setting calls for a paradigm shift in how the fiscal policy framework is
designed, as opposed to the incremental reform approach of recent decades. This should
include improved governance of fiscal rules, which should be simpler, more functional and
more credible than the current ones, but it should also go a step further and incorporate
supranational risk-sharing components enabling the smooth operation of the monetary and
fiscal policy mix, from a wider euro area perspective. We provide quantitative elements to
illustrate several challenges with a bearing on any reform process in the current setting:
(i) medium-term debt anchors should be adapted to the medium and long-term interest
rate and potential growth expectations; (ii) economies may remain subject to very severe
shocks, meaning that fiscal space must be recovered in the medium term; and (iii) realistic
mechanisms for absorbing existing fiscal imbalances must be implemented.
Keywords: fiscal policy, fiscal governance, fiscal rules, public debt, public deficit, interest rates.
JEL classification: E62, E63, H60, H61, H62, H63.

Resumen

Las principales propuestas de reforma del marco de política fiscal de la Unión Europea
inciden en tres bloques de cuestiones: i) simplificación de las reglas, para dotarlas de mayor
transparencia y flexibilidad; ii) incorporación de nuevos instrumentos supranacionales de
compartición de riesgos en la Unión Económica y Monetaria, en particular para facilitar
la absorción de perturbaciones de elevada intensidad, y iii) los elementos fiscales deben
venir acompañados de reformas nacionales (reformas estructurales) y supranacionales (por
ejemplo, avanzar en la unión del mercado de capitales). El encaje de estas propuestas en
el entorno macroeconómico actual resulta complejo, independientemente del cálculo de su
factibilidad política. Este entorno es muy diferente al vigente en los años noventa del siglo
pasado: se están evidenciando o consolidando tendencias estructurales como la digitalización,
la globalización, la transición climática o el envejecimiento poblacional, que afectan a los tipos
de interés naturales y al crecimiento potencial. Asimismo, tras la era de la «gran moderación»,
se ha pasado a un período de perturbaciones globales de elevada intensidad. En el presente
documento argumentamos que este contexto reclama un cambio de paradigma en el
diseño del marco de política fiscal, frente a la aproximación de reforma incremental que se
ha seguido en las últimas décadas. Este tendría que incorporar una gobernanza mejorada
de las reglas fiscales, que deberían ser más simples, operativas y creíbles que las actuales,
pero ir más allá, e incorporar elementos supranacionales de compartición de riesgos que
permitan un funcionamiento adecuado del policy-mix entre las políticas monetaria y fiscal,
con una visión conjunta del área del euro. Proporcionamos elementos cuantitativos para
ilustrar varios retos que condicionan, en la situación actual, cualquier proceso de reforma:
i) las anclas de deuda de medio plazo deben ajustarse a las expectativas de medio y largo
plazo acerca de los tipos de interés y el crecimiento potencial; ii) las economías pueden seguir
viéndose sujetas a perturbaciones muy intensas, lo que conlleva la necesidad de recuperar
los márgenes de maniobra de la política fiscal en el medio plazo, y iii) resulta necesario
desarrollar mecanismos realistas de absorción de los desequilibrios fiscales existentes.
Palabras clave: política fiscal, gobernanza fiscal, reglas fiscales, deuda pública, déficit
fiscal, tipos de interés.
Códigos JEL: E62, E63, H60, H61, H62, H63.
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1

The key elements of the current debate

There is a broad consensus on the need to reform the fiscal governance framework
in the European Union (EU).1 While the available evidence shows the benefits of having
a reference framework of national fiscal rules in the euro area, such as that provided by
the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) (see Box 1),2 the consensus on the need for reform is
based on the shared perception that the current system has been unable to achieve its two
main objectives: (i) to make countercyclicality in fiscal policies a general phenomenon, which
would have enabled space to be created during upswings for use in downturns, in particular
in severe crises such as the global financial crisis and the recent health crisis;3 and (ii) to
provide a fiscal policy stance that is consistent with the macroeconomic needs of the euro
area as a whole.
In February 2020 the European Commission (EC) launched a public consultation4
to set in motion a reform of the fiscal framework. The debate on the need for reform is
nothing new, and has gone hand in hand with discussions on the operation and application
of the SGP and progress towards greater euro area integration in recent decades.5 This
period has seen many legislative changes, starting in 2005 when the first refinements to
the SGP framework were made. It was then strengthened significantly in the context of
overcoming the euro area sovereign debt crisis, most notably with the approval of the Six
Pack and the Two Pack, among other legislative measures. In tandem, the successive
reforms acknowledged that adjustments were also needed on other non-budgetary policy
fronts, and significant headway was made in terms of greater capital market integration in
the euro area/EU and in the banking union.
In light of the health crisis, the SGP’s general escape clause was activated
and no date has been set for the return to normalcy. The clause allows Member States
to undertake budgetary measures to deal adequately with extraordinary shocks, within the
corrective and preventive procedures of the SGP.6 As regards the preventive arm, Regulation
(EC) No 1466/97 states that “in periods of severe economic downturn […], Member States
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1

See, among others, Andrle et al. (2015), Hernández de Cos and Pérez (2015), Beetsma et al. (2018), Banco de España
(2017), Benassy-Quéré et al. (2018), Eyraud et al. (2018), Rodríguez and Cuerpo (2019), Gaspar (2020), Thygesen et al.
(2021), European Commission (2020a), European Fiscal Board (2020), Martin, Pisani-Ferry and Ragot (2021), Martínez
Mongay et al. (2021) and the sequence of comments on the VoxEU website on the EU Economic Policy and Architecture
after Covid debate moderated by J. Pisani-Ferry and J. Zettelmeyer.

2

 ee Kopits (2001) for a methodological discussion on the benefits and desirable features of fiscal rule frameworks from
S
a general perspective.

3

 alí and Perotti (2003) show how SGP signatories’ discretionary fiscal policy became more countercyclical after the
G
pact’s first years in force than in the preceding decades. However, Larch et al. (2021) show how fiscal policy has
been procyclical in the EU (and in a broader set of advanced countries) in recent decades. According to this study,
compliance with fiscal rules makes fiscal policy more countercyclical.

4

See European Commission (2020b).

5

See Brunila, Buti and Franco (2001) for a review of the earliest debate. González-Páramo (2005) provides a
comprehensive overview of the initial conceptual discussions about the fiscal rules framework and its interaction with
monetary policy.

6

According to the Communication from the Commission to the Council on the activation of the general escape clause
of the Stability and Growth Pact: “The general escape clause does not suspend the procedures of the Stability and
Growth Pact. It will allow the Commission and the Council to undertake the necessary policy coordination measures
within the framework of the Pact, while departing from the budgetary requirements that would normally apply.”
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may be allowed temporarily to depart from the adjustment path towards the medium-term
budgetary objective […], provided that this does not endanger fiscal sustainability in the
medium term”. For the corrective arm, the aforementioned Regulation stipulates that, in
the case of a severe economic downturn, the Council may also decide, on a recommendation
from the EC, to adopt a revised fiscal trajectory. According to the EC, the decision to
deactivate the general escape clause should be taken based on an overall assessment of
the state of the economy based on quantitative criteria, with the level of economic activity
in the EU compared to pre-crisis levels as the key quantitative criterion. Thus, on the basis
of the EC’s Spring 2021 Economic Forecast, the general escape clause will continue to be
applied in 2022 and is expected to be deactivated as of 2023.7
The debate on the reform of the fiscal governance framework in the EU is
raging, with several different contributions being made. These can be grouped into
three blocks. First, the proposal for simplifying the fiscal rules and strengthening their
governance arrangements. Second, the need to incorporate new supranational fiscal policy
components that contribute to the euro area’s macroeconomic stabilisation is underscored.
Lastly, proposals suggest the reforms in the fiscal arm need to be part of, and contribute
to, a more ambitious process to implement the reforms required to complete an optimally
functioning monetary union.
As regards the first block, the aim of simplifying the rules would be to make
them more transparent and flexible. A widely shared proposal would be to focus on
the part of the current framework concerning the definition of a medium-term debt target,
which anchors fiscal policy conduct, and to select, from among the current operational
instruments, the one related to the expenditure benchmark, which would ensure fiscal
policy’s countercyclical role. The rule could exclude certain components, such as the interest
burden on government debt, as well as certain investments. An escape clause would also
be available for exceptional circumstances. This architecture should be accompanied by a
strengthened governance system ensuring compliance, and afford a more prominent role
in its supervision and coordination to multilateral agents (European Fiscal Board (EFB); EC;
and the Eurogroup) and national independent fiscal councils.8 Precisely defining all these
elements, which are very complex, could possibly lead to a simpler framework than the
current one provided they are designed adequately. However, the definition of the expenditure
benchmark in the economic literature is not free from controversy.9
Turning to the second block, supranational instruments would allow for risk
sharing in the event of symmetric and asymmetric shocks of varying severity to
the euro area economies; specifically, they would facilitate the absorption of very
severe shocks. “Centralised” fiscal policy tools could be automatic, such as a common
unemployment insurance scheme (reinsuring domestic ones) or a more general stabilising
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See, among others, the EC’s presentation of the European Semester Spring Package of 2 June 2021.

8

See Martin, Pisani-Ferry and Ragot (2021).

9

See Marinheiro (2021).
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instrument dependent on the cyclical position (the output gap).10 They could also take the
form of ad hoc, temporary agreements funded via common debt. These agreements would
be foreseeable in the event of severe shocks, such as the measures adopted in the COVID-19
health crisis, most notably the NGEU package, the Support to mitigate Unemployment Risks
in an Emergency (SURE) loans and the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) credit lines
to cover direct and indirect health sector expenses linked to the coronavirus crisis. This
type of instrument lessens the likelihood of Member States suffering spells of sovereign
distress and, as a result, potentially needing to resort to the bail-outs currently covered by
the ESM (see Box 2). However, whether funded via common debt or by greater tax revenueraising capacities at the European level, risk sharing must be accompanied by an incentive
system that prevents negative cross-country externalities and moral hazards from emerging,
something of utmost importance in a monetary union. The incentives could be anchored to a
“no bail-out” clause, which already exists in the current legislation (Article 125 of the Treaty).
Lastly, the third block of arguments stresses that the fiscal components of
risk sharing alone will not suffice to complete the monetary union; further domestic
and supranational measures will be required. The steps needed in this respect include
strengthening domestic structural reform agendas, making them more ambitious so that they
boost economic convergence and lay the foundations for broader risk sharing; pressing forward
with capital market integration in the EU/euro area (private channels are a key risk-sharing
tool in monetary unions);11 and completing the last phase of the banking union, which should
finalise important elements such as the definition of a European deposit insurance scheme.
Irrespective of their political feasibility, these proposals do not easily fit the
current macroeconomic environment. The setting for this necessary reform bears little
resemblance to that of the 1990s, when the cornerstones of the current model for euro
area fiscal policy coordination were laid. Over recent decades, far-reaching structural
trends, such as digitalisation, globalisation, climate change and population ageing, have
emerged or taken hold. These trends are largely triggering lower natural rates of interest
and influencing potential output growth rates, at least in advanced economies. Also,
after the Great Moderation, the European and world economy has, over the last 15 years,
suffered particularly severe global shocks. Further, these trends are testing the resilience
of traditional public safety nets, which in the EU are structured around a broad spectrum of
welfare states.12 Supporting them has resulted in the build-up of increasingly higher levels
of government debt in recent decades, to peak levels at present, and in heavier tax burdens
being borne by households and firms (see Chart 1).
This setting calls for a paradigm shift in how the new governance framework
is designed, as opposed to the incremental approach of recent decades. In line with the
foregoing discussion, the new framework should include improved governance of fiscal rules,
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See Banco de España (2017).

11

See Banco de España (2017), Gordo and Kataryniuk (2019) and Burriel et al. (2020).
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See Delgado-Téllez et al. (2020a).
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Chart 1
FUNDING OF GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE IN THE EURO AREA IN RECENT DECADES: GOVERNMENT DEBT AND TAXATION
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which should be simpler, more functional and more credible than the current ones, but it should
also go a step further and incorporate supranational risk-sharing fiscal components enabling
the smooth operation of the monetary and fiscal policy mix, from a wider euro area perspective.
Also, the medium-term anchors should be adapted to the specific interest rate and potential
growth environment at each point in time, recognise that economies may continue to be
subject to very severe shocks (such as those seen over the last decade) and, at the same
time, develop realistic mechanisms for absorbing existing fiscal imbalances. Nonetheless, the
foregoing should take into account the need to recover fiscal space in the medium term, which
entails application of a prudent, transparent and credible fiscal policy framework.
Mindful of this situation, the Four Presidents’ Report13 and the Five Presidents’
Report14 set out a medium to long-term agenda of proposed reforms. The 2015 analysis
in the latter report was based on the idea that the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
was an economic and political project, whose completion would require solidarity and
respect for commonly agreed rules from all members. Recognising that the legacy issues
were an objective difficulty, the report identified prerequisites to ensure that activating
solidarity mechanisms —in particular, in the fiscal realm (Fiscal Union)— was broadly socially
acceptable: (i) Member States must embark on structural reforms with the triple objective
of enhancing the quality and governance of national economic policies, making adjustment
mechanisms more flexible in the event of crises and, in sum, having resilient economies
with sufficient fiscal buffers over the economic cycle (Economic Union); and (ii) private
risk-sharing mechanisms must also be improved via truly integrated financial and capital
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See Rompuy (2012).

14

See Juncker (2015).
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markets (Financial Union). The report proposed that the process be organised in stages. The
second stage (set to start in July 2017 and end before 2025) featured the more far-reaching
reforms, including the creation of a centralised shock absorption mechanism, in which the
Member States could participate by undertaking to adhere to a set of commonly agreed
legal benchmarks for convergence.
The rest of this paper contextualises and develops these ideas. Section 2 sets
out the rationality of the original governance framework, founded on the Maastricht Treaty
(1992), and the main shortcomings of its design. Section 3 discusses the experience with
this governance framework and the successive adjustments implemented to rectify the initial
shortcomings of its design. In Section 4 we discuss the main constraints on the current
options to reform the fiscal governance framework in a new macroeconomic environment;
specifically, the issue surrounding the definition of the medium-term debt anchors (and their
dependence on the interest rate and potential growth environment at each point in time), the
need to recover fiscal space in the medium term (given that the economies may continue
to be subject to particularly severe shocks) and, therefore, the need to develop realistic
mechanisms for absorbing existing fiscal imbalances. However, while we provide quantitative
elements to illustrate these challenges, we do not assess which would be the correct path to
follow to transition towards a new setting, or the ideal timetable for implementing a potential
reform of the fiscal rules framework. These matters are left for future papers. Lastly, Section 5
presents the main conclusions drawn from the analysis conducted in the paper.

BANCO DE ESPAÑA
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2

2.1

The original governance framework and its shortcomings

Rationality

Under the Maastricht Treaty, the EMU’s design had two core parts: a single monetary
policy and a set of coordinated national fiscal policies. An independent central bank
targeting price stability was entrusted with monetary policy. In turn, the stabilising arm of the
autonomous national fiscal policies was tasked with addressing idiosyncratic shocks and
cyclical slippages, and such policies were also subject to certain constraints, implemented
via the common rules. The existence of externalities15 warranted some constraints on
independent conduct of fiscal policy as: (i) serious budgetary deviations could generate
economic and financial instability across the euro area as a whole and influence the single
monetary policy; and (ii) budgetary discipline could not be entrusted exclusively to market
mechanisms, despite the included safeguards, such as the “no bail-out clause” or the
prohibition of privileged access by the public sector to central bank financing.16 The Treaty
stipulates two quantitative reference values (60% for the ratio of government debt to GDP
and 3% for the ratio of budget deficit to GDP).
The SGP, signed in 1997 by the EU Member States in preparation for the EMU,
developed the governance of the quantitative reference values stipulated in the Treaty.
The 60% reference value for the ratio of government debt to GDP enabled deficit dynamics
to be constrained. Budget deficits could only exceed the 3% of GDP reference value
exceptionally and temporarily, insofar as adjustment plans had been adopted that would
bring them below that value in the medium term. Monitoring these quantitative reference
values would enable the prevention of imprudent national fiscal policies and the correction
of excessive debt or deficit positions, i.e. breaches of the reference value thresholds. The
SGP also regulated the role of the EC and the Ecofin Council, in addition to the various
political-administrative coordination procedures: annual submission by the Member States
of their Stability Programmes, which enable the degree of compliance with the pact to be
assessed, and the preparation by the European institutions of recommendations, warnings
and even sanctions.
The quantitative limits were defined taking into account, approximately, the
average economic situation at the end of the 1990s. Assuming potential growth of 2%
and an inflation target of 2%, a budget deficit limit of 3% of GDP would stabilise the ratio
of government debt to GDP at 60% (see Annex 1 for the arithmetic for these figures). These
reference values were set uniformly for all EU Member States. For the euro area as a whole,
between 1995 and 1999 the interest burden on debt, the primary surplus, the budget deficit

BANCO DE ESPAÑA
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P
 reviously identified in the Delors Report (see Committee for the Study of Economic and Monetary Union (1989)).

16

 fter the period of high inflation in the 1970s and 1980s, the independence of the ECB and the prohibition of monetary
A
financing enshrined in the Maastricht Treaty largely responded to the arguments developed in the academic literature
that the lack of fiscal discipline could represent a source of inflation (see Sargent and Wallace (1981)). The aim of these
constitutional safeguards was to prevent Member States with stressed public finances from opting to reduce the actual
value of public-sector liabilities by causing inflation surprises. Over the course of the 1990s, successive academic
papers developed in greater detail the interaction between fiscal and monetary policy (see Leeper (1991)).
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and government debt stood at 4.8%, 1.1%, 3.7% and 72.4% of GDP, respectively. The
implicit interest rate on sovereign debt, real GDP growth and the real interest rate stood at
6.6%, 2.5% and 5%, respectively. At that time, these aggregates were consistent with the
long-term values reflected in the quantitative limits.

2.2

Shortcomings

The design of the Maastricht Treaty left significant gaps in the governance of the euro
area. First, due to the apparent simplicity of the framework, the rules only touched on
the role of the business cycle as a determinant of the position of the public finances.
It only envisaged the discretionary application of the excessive deficit/debt correction path,
which could potentially take into account this consideration, with no explicit reference to the
importance of the cyclical position, in particular, in determining the actual budget deficit.
After the first SGP crisis in 2003, in relation to the EC’s excessive deficit procedure proposals
for Germany and France, and considering that the simple indicators could skew fiscal policy
procyclically, some flexibility was incorporated. In this regard, the 2005 reform sought to
increase both national ownership and the EC’s discretion to flexibly interpret the deficit
limit and the correction deadlines, which would take into account the national economies’
different cyclical positions. To achieve this, additional indicators, such as the structural
budget deficit, were incorporated.17
Second, the quantitative limits were included in the Treaty as if they were
“structural values” of the economies. It was not taken into consideration that the limits
were calibrated on the basis of the average macroeconomic conditions at the end of the
1990s, and that they could cease to be applicable in the event of structural transformations
in the economies.
Third, the role that macroeconomic imbalances could play in a monetary union
was not factored in. Specifically, the original design was incapable of identifying the risk of
macroeconomic imbalances, especially national ones, arising in the private sector that could
potentially generate serious economic and financial instability for the euro area as a whole.
Fourth, neither did the Treaty envisage the creation of a crisis management
framework. This was left to supranational monetary policy operations and the ad hoc
coordination of national policies within the Council of the European Union. The Treaty
did not provide for an institution, potentially funded via a centralised budget, that could help
fulfil two key functions.18 First, the macroeconomic stabilisation of the euro area as a whole,
which, in the absence of such institution, was left exclusively in the hands of monetary
policy. Second, the capacity to absorb jointly the risks stemming from asymmetric shocks
(or the asymmetric effects of common shocks), to compensate for the loss of national fiscal
autonomy laid down in the Treaty. While the first omission may have been due to expectations
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T
 he European Central Bank was particularly critical of the reform of the corrective arm, stating that sound fiscal policies
were prerequisites for macroeconomic stability, growth and cohesion in the euro area (see ECB (2005)).

18

A European Treasury, which had already been championed in the Werner Report (see Werner Committee (1970)).
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that the national fiscal policy coordination framework would function optimally, the second
was mainly attributable to political realism.19 That said, there was certainly some scepticism
about fiscal policy’s stabilising capacity and the desirability of coordination between fiscal
policy (defined on the basis of the aggregation of national reference values) and the ECB’s
monetary policy underlying the economic thinking at the time.
Neither were the mixed macroeconomic conditions (apart from the fiscal
variables) of the euro area countries taken into account. These countries joined the
euro area with very different economies in terms of their industrial structure, sectoral
specialisation, degree of competitiveness, structural unemployment level, development level
(and the attendant need for public investment) and the financial patterns of their households
and firms, among others. In a nutshell, this was a set of fiscal rules for a possibly already very
mature economic and monetary union, rather than for one in the process of being perfected,
since there were some expectations that deeper monetary and financial integration would
bring about economic convergence.

19
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See Bini-Smaghi, Padoa-Schioppa and Papadia (1994).
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3

The successive adjustments to the original governance framework

The shortcomings identified in the governance framework have been thrown into
relief over the last 15 years. The global financial crisis, the subsequent euro area crisis
and the more recent COVID-19 crisis have put the euro area’s fiscal governance framework
to the test and have resulted in successive adjustments to the framework in order to
partially address its aforementioned shortcomings.
Broadly speaking, the recent shocks have exceeded the risk-absorbing
capacity of the most vulnerable countries’ national budgets. This has largely been
magnified by the fact that the fiscal rules did not ensure that upswings were taken advantage
of to achieve a sufficiently healthy budgetary position. The global financial crisis and the
European sovereign debt crisis threw into relief the importance of interactions between
macroeconomic imbalances arising in the public and private sectors (specifically, in the case
of the latter, the financial sector), intensified by the existence of very sizeable real and, above
all, financial spillovers among countries, the existence of redenomination risks (understood
as the possibility that a monetary union breakup could lead to euro-denominated debt being
translated into a legacy currency) and the disruptive potential of financial fragmentation (i.e.
where financial costs for financial agents diverge on account of their geographical location).
In all these cases, resolute monetary policy conduct was accompanied by far-reaching
institutional changes in other areas.
In this connection, significant headway has been made in times of crisis.20 The
response to the 2008-2009 global financial crisis and the 2011-2012 euro area sovereign debt
crisis saw the strengthening of the euro area’s budgetary surveillance mechanisms and the
introduction of the Macroeconomic Imbalances Procedure (the Six Pack in 2011, the Fiscal
Compact in 2012 and the Two Pack in 2013).21 These developments continued to affect the
coordination of national measures, providing a more favourable institutional context both
fiscally and macroeconomically (structural reforms).22 In addition, important strides were
made on the supranational front, with the creation of the ESM in 2012, which established
a permanent mechanism for conditional financial assistance for euro area countries, and
the creation of the banking union (2012), which saw responsibility for banking supervision
transferred to the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM). Furthermore, the Macroeconomic
Imbalances Procedure was introduced to try to incorporate into the governance framework
the importance of monitoring macroeconomic imbalances.

BANCO DE ESPAÑA
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See Gordo and García-Perea (2016) and Kataryniuk, Mora-Bajén and Pérez (2021).

21

 he Six Pack reinforced the sanctions under the SGP and introduced new rules and the Macroeconomic Imbalances
T
Procedure. In the Fiscal Compact, the Treaty’s signatory Member States undertook to implement the balanced budget
rule in their respective national legislation. Lastly, the Two Pack conferred on the Commission the capacity to issue an
opinion on the draft budgetary plans prior to their parliamentary approval. These reforms led to a substantial revision of
the national budgetary frameworks, including the introduction of a new part of the budgetary process, the independent
fiscal institutions (see Gordo et al. (2015)).

22

Various authors have shown that implementation of the recommendations has, in any event, been relatively low. See
Darvas and Leandro (2015) or Efstathiou and Wolff (2018).
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Subsequently, the COVID-19 health crisis has resulted in temporary,
centralised fiscal instruments being designed, representing somewhat of a paradigm
shift.23 This meant the Member States could, first, address the shock via emergency
assistance (healthcare sector) and unconditional loans at favourable interest rates (SURE,
unemployment). In addition, from 2021 onwards, these instruments will fund the future
recovery via a combination of assistance and loans subject to some conditionality. These
conditions are not of a budgetary nature, but instead relate to how the funds are earmarked
and how efficiently they are used, as well as the implementation of structural reforms (NGEU).
Additional changes were incorporated into the ESM in 2020, establishing the Pandemic
Crisis Support credit line. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the SGP general escape clause
was activated. This has enabled very expansionary national budgetary policies to be run in
2020 and 2021, in keeping with the prevailing cyclical circumstances.
However, the successive reforms have not covered all the pending issues:
the framework for the interaction of fiscal and monetary policy still has some key
shortcomings. Beyond the undoubtedly successful and appropriate coordinated action
during the COVID-19 crisis, varying degrees of improvement could be made to the current
policy mix’s underlying design. First, the national fiscal policies, which remain the basis of
the overall fiscal policy stance in the euro area, are not determined by taking into account
the position of the euro area as a whole. This may result in certain mismatches between
the area’s needs and those of its Member States. This was clearly highlighted in the wake
of the 2008-2009 crisis, when fiscal policy adopted a markedly contractionary stance and

Chart 2
REAL-TIME CHANGE IN THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURAL BALANCE
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took on a procyclical profile, especially in 2011-2013, followed by an approximately neutral
stance until the onset of the pandemic in 2020. This has been corrected in the context
of the COVID-19 crisis through the above-mentioned (temporary) measures (see Chart 2),
enabling an appropriate policy mix to be run, with highly expansionary national fiscal policies
accompanying a similarly expansionary monetary policy.
Against this background, the fact that there are very few references to the
make-up of public finances in the budgetary rules framework is also important. This
aspect takes on an important role in a setting where monetary policy space is more frequently
limited on account of interest rates being close to their lower bound, given the secular
decline in the natural rates of interest. A fiscal policy composition that is more favourable to
economic growth and investment would provide for greater monetary policy space.
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4

4.1

Constraints on the new reform process

What is the appropriate debt level (anchor) in the medium term?

The (chiefly empirical) economic literature shows that high levels of government debt
over prolonged periods tend to be associated with lower economic growth.24 According
to the reference literature, this adverse impact comes into play once certain government debt
ratio thresholds - determined not only by the level of debt but also by its dynamics - have
been exceeded, such that a high level of government debt that is being reduced has a lesser
negative impact. At the same time, the evidence shows that the interaction of government
debt levels, the quality of fiscal policy design and other idiosyncratic factors in each country
are relevant. These are the grounds of the rationale for imposing references values or legal
limits on debt levels in national budgetary frameworks and, in the case of Europe, in the SGP.
The sustainable level of government debt over the medium term hinges on the
sovereign’s macroeconomic fundamentals. Over the long term, and for a given inflation
rate, the primary balance (i.e. excluding the interest burden) allowing for the stabilisation of
a given government debt-to-GDP ratio depends on the differential between the real interest
rate (r) and the real output growth rate (g) (see Annex 1). Thus, the wider the gap between
interest rates and economic growth, the higher the primary balance needed to maintain a
stable medium-term government debt-to-GDP ratio. Around the time the SGP came into
force, the r-g differential was positive, at close to 2 percentage points (pp) on average in the
period 1995-1999. As a result, the medium-term stabilisation of existing government debt
levels at around 60% (with inflation of 2%, i.e. the ECB’s target) was consistent with running
an overall budget balance of around -3% of GDP. In the current context, however, and given
the budget deficit reference value of 3% of GDP, the trend towards negative r-g differentials
would be consistent with government debt levels stabilising at a higher percentage of
economic output (see Chart 3).
Aside from the foregoing simplified arithmetic, the literature discusses
determining reference thresholds for debt in broader contexts.25 In line with the
empirical literature mentioned above, the theoretical literature suggests that, beyond the
levels demanded by different budgetary frameworks, there are “prudent” government debt
levels for each country above which that country would become more vulnerable and come
under greater financial market scrutiny. Should lenders be able to analyse an economy’s
current and future strength, the status of its public finances and the quality of its national
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See, for example, Reinhart, Reinhart and Rogoff (2012) and the literature review in Hernández de Cos, López Rodríguez
and Pérez (2018). There are several channels through which a high debt level can dampen economic growth. First,
higher government debt increases the exposure to macroeconomic risks on account of both a lack of a fiscal buffer
to stabilise the economy (whose construction, by limiting productive spending or hiking distortionary taxes, would
adversely affect economic growth) and a greater incidence of sovereign debt episodes (for example, through the
bank-sovereign doom loop). Second, running high levels of government debt absorbs economic resources that could
be earmarked for potentially more productive private uses, limiting long-term economic growth.
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See Alloza et al. (2020) for an empirical characterisation of the “prudent” public debt limit for Spain consistent with
financial market expectations.
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Chart 3
DEBT SUSTAINABILITY ARITHMETIC

1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PRIMARY BUDGET DEFICIT AND LONG-TERM
DEBT FOR DIFFERENT R-G ASSUMPTIONS
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institutions, they would be in a position to impose stricter debt limits on countries with weaker
and/or more volatile macroeconomic fundamentals. One set of papers, in particular, studies
the determinants of the maximum level of debt that a country can allow itself without the risk
of resorting to a default thereon, and the emergence of non-linear reactions in the proximity of
that level, which may ultimately trigger explosive increases in the cost of debt.
The concept of a “prudent” government debt-to-GDP ratio level has also
been discussed in the literature focusing on the development of government debt
sustainability indicators. Some papers have more accurately defined the fiscal limit as the
value equal to the discounted sum of the primary surpluses that an economy can attain in
the future.26 If this value is less than current government debt, it would indicate a need to
drastically adjust fiscal plans (to generate more resources) or to resort to a partial debt default
at some point in time, with the consequent increase in risk premia. Both the “prudent” debt
level and the fiscal limit are country-specific and, crucially, they do not depend solely on
budgetary variables, but also on the overall functioning of the economy, which would explain
how similar debt levels can give rise to different borrowing costs. Consequently, even though
the debt levels above which a given country may encounter financing difficulties cannot be
accurately defined, it is very important to monitor developments in debt. A debt crisis can
develop unexpectedly and relatively quickly, especially if, at some point in the recovery, a
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2016

2020

more active monetary policy is needed in order to eliminate inflationary spurts.27
The current high levels of government debt evidence the difficulties of
transitioning to the medium-term debt anchors. At present, converging towards a debtto-GDP ratio of 60% would call for a concerted and constant fiscal effort over a prolonged
time frame, thereby also limiting fiscal policy’s capacity as a stabiliser for the duration of the
adjustment process. Thus, using the historical average values of real growth, inflation and
interest rates, the euro area would need to maintain a fiscal surplus of 1.1% of GDP over
20 years in order to reduce the debt ratio to 60% (see Chart 4). This is substantially higher
than the average primary deficit of 0.4% of GDP observed for the euro area as a whole since
1995. For this constant fiscal effort to be at more plausible values, the macroeconomic
environment would need to be far more favourable than it has been in recent decades. For
instance, if real growth in the euro area were twice its historical value (1.3% on average
in the period 1995-2021), maintaining a constant primary deficit of close to 0.2% of GDP
would suffice to reduce the debt ratio to 60% in 20 years. Similarly, if the implicit rate on
government debt in the euro area were around 0.8% over the coming 20 years (compared
with the 1.6% expected for 2019-2021), a constant fiscal effort of 0.5% of GDP would be
needed during that period to reach the 60% debt target. Although simplistic, these exercises
illustrate that significant effort could be needed for the transition to the medium-term fiscal
targets in any macroeconomic environment that is not unusually favourable.
This is especially relevant given the need to recoup fiscal policy headroom
in the medium term. Following an economic crisis, public finances tend to deteriorate as
fiscal policy is used to stabilise the economy. The trajectory towards fiscal consolidation
should take into account the likelihood of a further economic crisis and the fiscal
headroom needed to combat it. This headroom could be quantified in a highly stylised
form, using the average change in the government debt ratio in the five years following an
economic crisis. From a historical perspective, this change in the government debt ratio
has been close to 20 pp for the euro area as a whole, although there is a high degree of
cross-country heterogeneity, largely reflecting differing output volatility and other specific
factors (see Table 1). In view of the difficulty faced by countries in achieving the fiscal
buffer needed to attain appropriate economic stabilisation in the event of a recession,
it is worth discussing the part that supranational headroom could play in the transition
towards healthier fiscal positions. Moreover, an institution like the ESM could play a
significant role in mitigating potential sovereign risks, acting as a backstop in the event
of shocks affecting some countries.
Given the magnitude of and disparity in Member States’ starting fiscal
position, stop-gap measures that help harmonise them could be needed. The
transition to “desirable” fiscal positions would be especially demanding, in terms of time
and effort, for countries with a higher government debt ratio. The economic literature
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Chart 4
FISCAL EFFORT REQUIRED TO REDUCE GOVERNMENT DEBT OVER A CERTAIN TIME HORIZON UNDER DIFFERENT
MACROECONOMIC FUNDAMENTALS SCENARIOS
1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT DEBT RATIO IN 1999 AND THE
CONTRIBUTION OF THE I-G DIFFERENTIAL IN 1999-2019
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proposes two courses of action that would help ease this problem. First, a “two-speed”
convergence to the medium-term anchors could be considered, enabling Member States
with a worse starting position to converge to the necessary targets by smoothing the
required fiscal adjustments over time.28 Second, some authors have proposed one-off
measures allowing for an immediate levelling of the starting debt positions through the
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Implementation of fiscal adjustment measures has been the subject of numerous studies, with consensus growing
that the composition and timing of an appropriate fiscal adjustment need to be carefully designed to limit the related
possible adverse effects on economic growth (see, for example, Corsetti et al. (2010) and Guajardo, Leigh and Pescatori
(2011)). Although relevant to the current setting, the idea that it is optimal to spread the tax burdens arising from tax
hikes over a long timescale (tax smoothing) can be traced back to seminal studies on this matter (see Barro (1979)).
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Table 1
AVERAGE INCREASE IN GOVERNMENT DEBT IN HISTORICAL RECESSIONS (a)

Average impact
Euro area (weighted average)

Maximum impact

20.2

25.6

Germany

9.5

16.9

France

21.1

26.1

Italy

19.9

28.6

Spain

39.3

61.0

EU: arithmetic mean

18.3

31.6

EU: 25th percentile

10.0

15.9

EU: 75th percentile

24.1

42.4

SOURCE: Own calculations, drawing on EC data.
a The average impact is calculated as the average change in debt observed over a ﬁve-year time horizon from the onset of an economic crisis. The
maximum impact shows the highest value of the change in debt during that period. An economic crisis is deemed a period in which there is at least
one year of negative real GDP growth during a ﬁve-year time window. A sample period running from 1995 to 2021 is used for the analysis.

creation of redemption funds.29 Such measures could be implemented by creating a
European agency that assumes the portion of each country’s debt that exceeds a certain
threshold, to be funded with a commitment of future income guaranteeing the fund’s
operations. The success of such one-off measures would depend on the correct design
of incentive mechanisms that anchor their credibility and limit moral hazard problems,
such as indiscipline, that push up the cost of debt for participating countries.

4.2

Expanding the risk-sharing channels in the euro area

The introduction of permanent and automatic supranational mechanisms might
increase the scope and effectiveness of fiscal policy within the euro area. In particular,
these mechanisms might increase the capacity of budgetary policy to automatically absorb
adverse (symmetrical) shocks at the aggregate level or the idiosyncratic (asymmetric) shocks
in certain countries, with the dual aim of softening the effects on individual countries and of
safeguarding stability in the euro area as a whole in extreme cases.
Private channels can play an important role in correct risk diversification in
monetary unions. First, the impact of an adverse shock in a country belonging to a monetary
union may be softened if the country’s resident agents obtain income (be it financial or labour)
from other countries (regions) not affected by the shock (income channel). Second, the
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 he nature of the redemption is based on the argument that the large increase in debt witnessed in the last
T
decade was the result of aspects related exclusively to the great financial crisis or the recent COVID-19 crisis, i.e.
a perception of the debt as a legacy of previous economic conditions. There are different proposals which vary in
terms of the size of the redemption and the timeline for its implementation, the resources to be used for funding
it (VAT, wealth tax, seigniorage income) or the mechanisms to be used to bestow credibility on the redemption.
For more details, see, for example, Pâris and Wyplosz (2014), Corsetti et al. (2015) or Cioffi et al. (2019) and the
references they cite.
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Chart 5
STABILISATION CHANNELS
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households and firms in the affected economy may ease their consumption by turning to their
savings or to the credit market (credit channel). Logically, the greater the financial integration
of, or labour mobility within, the monetary union, the more powerful these two channels will
be. However, the presence of nominal rigidities in a monetary union tends to undermine the
scale of some diversification mechanisms for idiosyncratic risks, as the different countries’
capacity for adjustment is limited by their inability to adjust the exchange rate.30 To this end,
cross-country public insurance mechanisms would need to be implemented.
The risk-sharing channels in the euro area are currently limited, not only in the
area of State budgets, but also as regards private channels. Indeed, the current strength
of the risk-sharing mechanisms in place for euro area countries is limited (see Chart 5):
around 60% of shocks affecting one Member State’s GDP are reflected in that country’s
consumption. This is double the figure in the two fuller monetary unions of the United States
and Canada (which are federal States), where substantially greater risks are shared through
capital markets integration. The percentage of risk-sharing through fiscal transfers ranges
between 7% and 11% in Austria, Germany, Spain and the United States, compared with
practically zero in the euro area.31
Several alternatives exist for constructing inter-country public insurance
mechanisms within a monetary union. The literature mainly identifies two types of mutual
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fiscal insurance mechanisms: automatic and discretionary.32 Automatic mechanisms would
include federal unemployment insurance and a centralised fiscal capacity, with transfers
being granted on the basis of changes in pre-calibrated parameters related to the rise in
unemployment or the output gap.33 Discretionary mechanisms notably include proposals
relating to emergency budgets aimed at absorbing very severe common shocks.34 Under
these proposals, budgets “for normal times”, focused on medium-term fiscal sustainability,
would be combined with “emergency budgets”, which would be funded via debt and
activated in coordination with the monetary authority to ensure an optimal response. In
the case of the euro area, the response in “normal times” could be kept in the national
arena, governed by reinforced fiscal rules, while the “emergency budgets” should be at
supranational level and coordinated with the monetary authority.
The approval of the Recovery Fund may be viewed as a trial run for how this
type of instrument might function. Grants under the NGEU, which are linked to the impact
of the crisis, entail some risk sharing, although the lag in their implementation, the structural
nature of the expenditure and their temporary nature mean that they cannot be considered
as a cyclical stabilisation mechanism. However, even though it is expected to be repaid
over a lengthy time frame against a background of relaxed monetary conditions, funding the
grants through joint debt issuance represents a trial run for the euro area in giving a common
fiscal response to large aggregate shocks.

4.3

An appropriate framework for the interaction of fiscal and monetary policy

The latest economic crises have shown the multiple ways in which fiscal and
monetary policy can interact. First, monetary policy can provide fiscal policy with room
for manoeuvre. Indeed, countercyclical monetary policy lowers economic agents’ finance
costs (including the costs of sovereign debt)35 in crises, when fiscal policy needs to play
a more active expansionary role. In particular, in the recent health crisis, the decline in the
cost of sovereign debt has provided fiscal authorities in all countries in the area with room
for manoeuvre, enabling them to deploy unprecedented measures to sustain the income of
households and firms.36
Second, when interest rates are at their lower bound, countercyclical fiscal
policy complements monetary policy.37 In this setting, with continued, very moderate levels
of inflation and unresponsive nominal interest rates, expansionary fiscal policy is particularly
effective, as it pushes up future inflation expectations and lowers expected real interest
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M
 oreover, fiscal policy should ensure central banks’ capacity to implement their non-standard policies and, in
particular, their viability, by preserving the value of their massive purchases of government debt, i.e. by guaranteeing
that government debt is a safe asset.
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rates, thereby giving a boost to spending on consumption and investment.38 According to
some authors,39 this significant stabilising role of fiscal policy could be further strengthened
if coordinated action is taken by the fiscal and monetary authorities that allows the spending
increase to be offset by higher growth or inflation (rather than by future primary surpluses),
as it would lessen agents’ Ricardian behaviour, providing the announcements were credible.
However, such fiscal policy conduct can pose significant debt sustainability risks and even
lead to fiscal dominance over monetary policy if the central bank does not have mechanisms
ensuring its independence.
At the same time, fiscal policy can help make monetary policy more effective,
in an environment of persistently low inflation, by pushing the natural rate of interest
upwards. To this end, it is essential that the composition of public spending be orientated to
public and private investment, allowing higher economic productivity and a boost to potential
growth and the natural rate.40, 41 Fiscal policy may also raise the natural rate, thereby reducing
the surplus saving in the economy, for example by increasing the supply of risk-free assets
through greater issuances.42 Lastly, fiscal policy should help ensure central banks’ capacity for
implementing their non-standard policies by preserving the value of their massive purchases
of government debt, i.e. by guaranteeing that government debt is a safe asset.
In any event, one of the clearest lessons learnt from the experience of recent
years is that, in a monetary union such as the euro area, the effectiveness of fiscal
policy as a stabiliser for the union as a whole requires close policy coordination
between Member States.43 The difficulty lies in how to achieve such reinforced
coordination within the SGP without interfering in national fiscal policies, which would not
easily fit in the democratic process. First, the current fiscal rules envisage mechanisms for
correcting excessive deficit or debt levels, but not for correcting national measures that
are incompatible with the scale of the overall desired fiscal stance. Second, having an
overall fiscal policy stance that is appropriate for the area as a whole does not guarantee
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One appropriate step in this direction would be the recent EU and US plans (dubbed Next Generation EU and the
American Jobs Plan), which envisage additional investment of €750 billion and $2 trillion, respectively, in these areas
over the coming decade. Next Generation EU foresees investment of €750 billion (6% of GDP) up to 2026, of which
at least 37% will be earmarked for investment in climate change-related projects and 20% in the digital transition. The
American Jobs Plan in the United States envisages earmarking $2 trillion to investments, chiefly in infrastructure, over
the coming decade.
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M
 oreover, according to Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2021), fiscal policy could also exert upward pressure on the natural
rate of interest through measures that reduce economic agents’ precautionary savings. These measures include
increasing the income redistribution capacity of government revenue and spending policies, and strengthening social
insurance mechanisms. In this regard, Mian, Straub and Sufi (2021) illustrate the trade-off faced by expansionary fiscal
policy, which could act as an economic stimulus, but could also be a source of sovereign debt instability. The authors
show that, in the case of the United States, there is a combination of permanent, but low, deficits and relatively high
government debt, in which the output growth rate is higher than the interest rate and, thanks to the expansionary fiscal
policy, converges to its potential rate.
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T
 he arguments for coordinating national fiscal policies to attain an overall expansionary fiscal policy for the euro area in
recessionary settings, as a complement to monetary policy conduct, are backed up by the available evidence, which
points to the existence of relevant fiscal policy spillover effects between the largest euro area countries, which would
be especially significant in the case of a public investment-based budgetary expansion (see Banco de España (2017),
Alloza, Burriel and Pérez (2019) and Alloza et al. (2019)).
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that individual fiscal policies are adequate for the national fiscal sustainability and cyclical
stabilisation targets, as has been observed in recent years. One possible solution to this
coordination problem could be to establish a central mechanism entrusted with setting the
euro area’s overall fiscal policy stance, with national authorities carrying out their actions
autonomously and in strict compliance with SGP rules. As discussed previously, the design
of this central mechanism could be based on different frameworks and be compatible with
the autonomous implementation of national fiscal policies whose stance is geared towards
the needs of each country.

4.4

Rules, transparency, control and standards

The expenditure benchmark as an operational rule for modulating convergence to the
medium-term debt anchor seems appropriate, according to the literature.44 The usual
design of this type of rule establishes that the growth of public spending, once specific
items such as those under investment or those relating to unemployment are fully or partially
excluded, cannot exceed a reference ceiling, calculated on the basis of the economy’s
potential or medium-term growth. Furthermore, these benchmarks may include a correction
factor which imposes a more restrictive limit on spending growth for countries with a
debt ratio higher than the reference value. Their main advantage is that they help curb the
procyclical bias of expansionary phases by preventing extraordinary income from being
earmarked for increasing current public spending on a permanent basis. In this respect, the
empirical literature suggests that fiscal frameworks that include expenditure benchmarks
usually show better results in terms of long-term sustainability of public finances, while
bringing about less volatility in economic activity. A well-designed expenditure benchmark
would also simplify the multitude of current operational rules, which are based on various
interacting variables (spending, deficit, structural deficit).
However, the specialist literature highlights the advisability of strengthening
the fiscal rules with additional elements that ensure compliance.45 In this respect, the
introduction in recent years of independent fiscal councils or institutions, at both national
and European level, including the reinforcement of the EC’s powers in the oversight of the
Member States, helps strengthen the institutional framework. In the light of international
experience, other aspects of the national institutional framework (e.g. the degree of
centralisation of the budgetary process, the processes for drawing up and releasing fiscal
projections, the existence of national fiscal rules, and the setting of multi-year budgetary
targets) are also key to the success of fiscal rules. The evidence available also indicates
that national fiscal institutions, insofar as they can obtain better access to and knowledge
of the data, the budgetary processes and national legislation, are usually less subject to the
biases often detected in analyses, providing both their formal and operational independence
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is ensured. Lastly, the literature also indicates that the widespread and prompt availability
of the statistical information needed to assess any rule, and the quality of such information,
are key elements for evaluating the functioning of the rules in real time, correcting potential
slippages and even assessing short and medium-term compliance.
It would be worth reconsidering the role of independent fiscal institutions at
European and national levels. In a framework that places greater emphasis on supranational
elements, such as that argued for in this paper, it would be worth strengthening the role of
national fiscal institutions (national governments’ first line of control) and their coordination
with their counterparts at European level. At present, the European Fiscal Board is an
independent body that advises the EC, in particular on the implementation of the fiscal
framework and on the appropriateness of the national fiscal stance for the euro area as a
whole.46 The European Fiscal Board has no formal role vis-à-vis independent national fiscal
councils; it might be desirable for this institution, or a similar one, to play a role in overseeing
national institutions, possibly with strengthened governance and reporting, for operational
purposes, to the legislative branch (European Parliament), rather than to the executive
branch (EC). This would introduce a level of accountability for national fiscal councils and, in
turn, strengthen the European Fiscal Board’s independence.
Part of the literature argues that rules-based frameworks should give way
to standards-based arrangements.47 These authors argue that a straightforward and
operational rules-based system cannot feasibly be defined, given the diversity of specific
situations that have to be addressed. The changes to the SGP discussed in this paper are
a reflection of these difficulties. This in turn shows that, however sophisticated a framework
may be, it is impossible to accommodate all the possible contingencies that may arise.
Consequently, they propose abandoning the formal rules-based systems and adopting a
system of transnational standards, such as the need to prevent “excessive budget deficits”.
Two aspects are central to this proposal: (i) conducting country-specific government
debt sustainability analyses; and (ii) determining which government behaviour is in line
with the “standards” and which is not. The first aspect would require agreements as to
the methodology to be used and the institution(s) to be entrusted with the analyses.48 The
second would require formulating which independent institution(s) would be tasked with
determining whether a country’s fiscal policy is in line with the standards. In practice, the
conceptual problems identified are similar to those present in the debate surrounding formal
rules-based frameworks: what the reference indicators are, who is responsible for checking
compliance, and what form the potential corrective mechanism should take.

46
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See Asatryan et al. (2017).

47

See Blanchard, Leandor and Zettelmeyer (2021).

48

T
 he successive reviews of the IMF’s Debt Sustainability Analysis for Market-Access Countries (MAC DSA) reflect the
significant complexity of this type of tool. The framework was introduced in 2002 and reviewed in 2003, 2005, 2011,
2013 and 2021. In addition to those in common with fiscal rules, the Debt Sustainability Analyses have their own
specific problems, such as the need to include economic forecasts or risk identification. The difficulties identified in
the MAC DSA include incorporating a realistic growth outlook, the sensitivity to changes in the model parameters and
the models being anchored to long-term variables - which, by definition, are sustainable - that attach less importance
to shocks. See IMF (2021).
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5

Conclusions

The suspension of the European fiscal framework owing to the application of the general
escape clause, and the absence of a set date for its reactivation, opens a window of
opportunity for reform. There is a broad consensus on the need for a reform. The main
proposals affect three blocks of issues: (i) simplifying the rules to make them more transparent
and flexible; (ii) incorporating new supranational risk-sharing instruments into the Economic
and Monetary Union, in particular to facilitate the absorption of severe shocks; and (iii) the
fiscal aspects necessarily being accompanied by additional action at the national (structural
reforms) and supranational (e.g. completing the banking union and pressing forward with the
capital markets union) levels. Irrespective of their political feasibility, these proposals do not
easily fit the current macroeconomic environment. This is far removed from that of the 1990s:
structural trends, such as digitalisation, globalisation, climate change and population ageing,
affecting the natural rates of interest and potential growth are emerging or taking hold. Also,
after the Great Moderation, we have entered a period of severe global shocks.
The new global macroeconomic environment and the experience of the last 25
years warrant a paradigm shift in the design of the governance framework. This should
include improved governance of fiscal rules, which should be simpler, more functional and
more credible than the current ones, but it should also go a step further and incorporate
supranational risk-sharing components enabling the smooth operation of the monetary and
fiscal policy mix, from a wider euro area perspective. Also, the medium-term anchors should
be adapted to the specific interest rate and potential growth environment at each point in time,
recognise that economies may continue to be subject to very severe shocks and, at the same
time, develop realistic mechanisms for absorbing existing fiscal imbalances. Nonetheless, the
foregoing should take into account the need to recover fiscal space in the medium term, which
entails application of a prudent, transparent and credible fiscal policy framework.
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Box 1
Recuadro
X
TÍTULO RECUADRO
Rules,
discretion1and
LÍNEA
institutions
In a recuadro
Texto
famous 2003 speech, Ben Bernanke1 coined the term
“constrained discretion” to describe the operating framework that
the Federal Reserve Board and other central banks had adopted
over the previous decade as a middle ground to overcome the
debate that had raged since the 1950s between those favouring
a rules-based approach for making monetary policy and those
arguing for reliance on discretion. The framework catered to the
need to circumvent the systemic problems of time inconsistency2
posed by numeric rules, which, broadly speaking, are sub-optimal
owing to the inherent difficulty of designing contingent plans that
flexibly adapt to hard-to-foresee circumstances. At the same
time, a further aim was to avoid the well-documented potential
costs of discretionary policies: a lack of predictability, a tendency
toward excessive policy activism and the possibility of making
serious mistakes.
In essence, the framework adopted assigned an essential role to
the central bank’s commitment to price stability in the medium
to long term. This would enable agents’ inflation expectations to
be anchored and thus increase the central bank’s discretionary
capacity to stabilise growth and employment in the short term.
Conceived to maximise the potential synergies in the short,
medium and long term between the inflation and employment
targets, the framework postulated —which contributed
significantly to the Great Moderation— was, however, crucially
underpinned by the existence of a technically competent institution
whose operating procedures were conducted independently
from the political power and which enjoyed credibility based not
just on promises, but also on the facts backing them up: the
prototypical central banking template that had gradually been
applied since the mid-1980s.3
On the fiscal policy front, under a “constrained discretion”
framework, delegating to an independent authority (agent) the
aim of preserving sound public finances in the long run could also,
in principle, fulfil the dual function of: i) putting a stop to fiscal
indiscipline, i.e. the tendency (bias) of governments to ignore
their inter-temporal budget constraint; and ii) implementing fiscal
policy measures that optimally address the short-term tradeoffs posed by changing economic circumstances.4 In practice,
however, the difficulty arises when bestowing on that delegated
authority fiscal instruments (revenue and/or expenditure) that: i)
have an actual impact on the budget; and ii) observe the basic
principles of democratic representation, in particular given
the redistributive implications of fiscal measures. Obviously, the
difficulty of parliaments and governments ceding sovereignty is
multiplied where such fiscal instruments must be transferred to
supranational authorities.

Excluding the fiscal delegation model from the set of feasible
instruments, the numeric rules at the different tiers of government
(sub-national, national and supranational) have largely taken
centre stage. These rules generally establish quantitative
limits on government debt, the budget deficit and government
revenue and spending over a certain period. The IMF’s dataset5
on national and supranational fiscal rules reports key fiscal rule
characteristics in more than 90 countries; in addition to their
ubiquity, the degree of heterogeneity is notable: different legal
bases, coverage, monitoring and enforcement procedures,
escape clauses, etc.
The IMF dataset also includes a broad set of institutional supporting
arrangements whose aim is to enhance the quality of the budgetary
process. Fiscal councils (whose function is recognised in the EU’s
legislation on national fiscal frameworks) are perhaps the most
sophisticated example of these arrangements. They are entrusted
with specific tasks which vary depending on the country; for
instance, while fiscal councils are sometimes responsible for
preparing key pieces of analysis in the budgetary process (e.g.
macroeconomic projections underlying the government revenue
and spending, and budget deficit forecasts), in most cases their
role is confined to issuing their official opinion on whether the
reported budgetary targets, or the macroeconomic projections
underpinning the budgets, are realistic. Crucially, unlike in the
case of monetary policy, fiscal councils have essentially advisory
mandates and they are generally not provided with their own
tools that enable them to independently achieve the objective of
preserving sound public finances in the long term.
In the case of the EU, the quantitative reference values for
government debt and the budget deficit were enshrined in the
Maastricht Treaty in 1992 and implemented via the Stability and
Growth Pact (SGP) five years later. As discussed in the paper’s
main text, since then the SGP has had to reinvent itself on multiple
occasions, but not always along the same lines, in response to
crises. Blanchard et al. (2019), Gaspar (2020), Pappa (2020) and
Bilbiie et al. (2021) have recently provided concise reviews of how
the EU’s fiscal governance has evolved; these four contributions
stress how fiscal rules have multiplied in the EU and the resulting
framework’s great complexity. In this regard, during the latest stage,
the reforms in the period 2011-2013 were focused on improving
national budgetary processes and establishing the national
fiscal councils and the European Fiscal Board (EFB), rather than
increasing the number of rules and making them more complex.
Have the various fiscal rules and institutions proven to be effective?
Heinemann et al. (2018) conduct a meta-regression-analysis for the

1 See Bernanke (2003).
2 See Kydland and Prescott (1977).
3 See Kocherlakota (2016).
4 See Costain and de Blas (2012) and Costain and Basso (2016, 2017).
5 Available at https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/FiscalRules/map/map.htm.
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Box 1
Recuadro
X
TÍTULO RECUADRO
Rules,
discretion1and
LÍNEA
institutions (cont’d)
Texto recuadro
budgetary
impact of numerical rules based on 30 studies published

effectiveness improves considerably in the case of “well-designed”

over the last decade. Upon initial consideration, their estimates

rules (which the IMF has dubbed “second-generation fiscal

suggest that the rules have helped contain fiscal aggregates;

rules”), especially when they are accompanied by independent

however, the results cease to be significant when corrected for the

fiscal councils. This would suggest that rules and institutions

two sources of bias reported by the authors: 1) an endogeneity

complement each other in making the fiscal governance framework

bias; and 2) a publication bias.6 Eyraud et al. (2018) show that

more effective.

6 They find that the results in working papers are, on average, less favourable to the thesis of the rules’ effectiveness than the results of publications in refereed journals.
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Box 2
Recuadro
X
TÍTULO
The
European
RECUADRO
Stability
1 LÍNEAMechanism
Texto
The European
recuadro Stability Mechanism (ESM) was set up in 2012 as
an inter-governmental lender of last resort to resolve crises in
euro area countries. Under its treaty, ESM funds are raised by
means of capital subscribed by the euro area countries based
on the contribution key. These funds are used as a guarantee
when the ESM issues debt on the markets, enabling it to grant
financial assistance to the Member States. Strict conditions are
attached to such financial assistance.
Two types of financial assistance were originally available. The
first referred to loans to sovereigns.1 These could be precautionary
conditioned credit lines (PCCLs), for countries whose financial
situation was deemed sound and which observed all the rules
established in the treaties, but which faced a liquidity crisis
triggered by an exogenous shock; or enhanced conditions credit
lines (ECCLs), for countries which did not comply with one or more
of the eligibility criteria for accessing a PCCL and whose situation
may lead to a solvency crisis.2 While no conditions are attached
to a PCCL, the ECCLs are conditional upon the implementation
of macroeconomic reform programmes prepared by the European
Commission, in liaison with the ECB and, where appropriate, the IMF.
This was the tool used in the bail-outs of Greece, Ireland, Portugal
and Cyprus. The second type of financial assistance refers to loans
for bank recapitalisation. Initially, bank recapitalisation could be
indirect, via loans to sovereigns to recapitalise the financial system
(the tool used in the case of Spain), or direct, where the ESM would
acquire solvent banks’ financial instruments.
The recent reform of the ESM has changed both types of loan.3 As
regards loans to sovereigns, the eligibility criteria for precautionary
credit lines have been revised. In this respect, the reform seeks
to make access to the lines more transparent and predictable, by
clearly defining the qualitative and quantitative criteria assessing
the macroeconomic and fiscal situation of countries requesting a
PCCL. Specifically, the countries must meet the SGP criteria, i.e.
debt must be either less than 60% of GDP or declining to that target
at a rate of 1/20 per year; a cyclically adjusted budget balance
that is compatible with their medium-term objective; and a budget
deficit below 3% of GDP.4 In addition, the countries must not be
subject to an excessive deficit procedure or excessive imbalances

procedure, and their government debt must be maintained at
a sustainable level. These criteria must be met in the two years
preceding the request.5
The direct recapitalisation instrument for financial institutions
has been replaced by the activities of the Single Resolution Fund
(SRF). Direct contributions will now be made by the SRF (part of the
banking union), and it will therefore act as lender of last resort for
the financial sector. The ESM will act as a backstop for the SRF, by
means of a specific credit line covering the contingency of the SRF
having insufficient funds for a bank resolution.
The ESM reform also envisages the mandatory introduction of
single-limb collective action clauses (CACs) for sovereign debt
issuances by euro area countries from 2022. The new clause
replaces the two-limb Euro CACs currently in use in Europe,
which are mandatory for all issuances with maturity above one
year made after 1 January 2013. Through the single-limb CAC,
a voting mechanism will be introduced which aggregates the
votes across all the bond series concerned when modifications
are proposed to the bond conditions. Thus, this clause allows a
restructuring of all the bond issuances concerned with a single
qualified majority of votes (normally 75%), irrespective of any
dissenting minority of bondholders (holdouts) in an individual
series. The current two-limb Euro CAC provides for a two-level
voting structure, requiring majorities both in each individual series
(2/3 of votes) and across all series concerned (75%). In theory, the
new single-limb clauses will allow for a swifter debt restructuring
when needed, and at the same time will provide greater certainty
of an orderly restructuring process.
Lastly, in the context of the European response to the COVID-19
pandemic, European institutions agreed to activate the Pandemic
Crisis Support. Through this instrument, loans have been made
available to Member States, capped at 2% of their GDP, under a
credit line totalling up to €240 billion. The credit line is available to
all euro area countries until end-2022, and may be used to cover
direct or indirect health sector expenses linked to the pandemic.
However, to date, no Member State has requested Pandemic
Crisis Support.

1 Participation in any one of the ESM programmes is a fundamental requirement for access to the ECB’s Outright Monetary Transactions (OMTs). Under OMTs,
the ECB can purchase a potentially unlimited amount of sovereign bonds on the secondary market of the country in question, insofar as such an intervention is
deemed warranted from a monetary policy standpoint.
2 Additionally, the ESM can purchase the debt of a country that has applied for either of these credit lines on the primary or secondary market.
3 The reform was agreed by European leaders in December 2018 and signed in early 2021.
4 These quantitative criteria were included in the annex to the revised ESM Treaty. Previously, the PCCL eligibility criteria were qualitative and required, in
addition to sustainable government debt, compliance with fiscal rules. Countries under an excessive deficit procedure could still access a PCCL, provided
they abided by Council decisions and recommendations.
5 In addition, a letter of intent, rather than a memorandum of understanding, is now signed, committing to continuous compliance with the eligibility criteria
ex ante. The memorandum required unanimous approval from all member countries, which could introduce new conditions during the process, potentially
dampening a country’s willingness to request access to a precautionary credit line.
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Annex 1 Debt sustainability arithmetic
There is an economic relationship describing government debt dynamics that is valid for
every point in time t. This equation, known as the “government budget constraint”, relates the
existing stock of government debt at the end of the period (Bt), the initial stock of debt (Bt-1),
the nominal interest rate (it), the primary deficit ( D tp ) and other quantities (ADDt, denoting the
stock-flow adjustments which take into account the differences between the changes in
the deficit and the changes in debt):
Bt = (1 + i t ) B t – 1 + D tp + ADD t
The foregoing equation is the starting point for analysing government debt dynamics.
To this end, it is useful to express the foregoing relationship as a percentage of nominal GDP
(with the variables represented by lower-case letters):

bt =

(1 + i t )
(1 + g t ) (1 + π t )

b t – 1 + d tp + add t

where gt is the real output growth rate and refers to the inflation rate (measured by
means of the GDP deflator). The foregoing relationship may be expressed as the change in
the debt-to-GDP ratio in terms of the differential between the real interest rate rt and gt:

bt – b t –1 =

(rt – g t )
(1 + g t )

b t – 1 + d tp + add t

Next, the steady state is defined as that point in time t when the macroeconomic
variables grow at a constant rate and, therefore, the debt-to-GDP ratio stabilises. Also, to
simplify, it is assumed that the stock-flow adjustments are approximately 0 in this steady
state. Consequently, the foregoing equation is expressed as:

dp =

(g – r )
(1 + g )

b

Despite the simplifications made, this long-term equation is useful as it determines
the primary deficit that enables the government debt-to-GDP ratio to stabilise at a level b,
for given macroeconomic parameters.
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